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THE TORSION OF A SELF EQUIVALENCE 
STEPHEN M. GERSTEN 
(Received 19 Muy 1966) 
THE PURPOSE of this note is to define a mild generalisation of the torsion of a chain 
equivalence f : C, + C,. This enables us to define for example the torsion of a homotopy 
equivalence F : M -+ M where M is a compact connected manifold. For simplicity we 
consider only the case in which F induces the identity homomorphism of the fundamental 
group, leaving modifications in the general case to the reader. We also state a product 
theorem for this torsion. The notation and results of the first four sections of [4] are 
assumed. 
01. PROJECTIVE COMPLEXES 
If R is a ring?, a projective complex over R is a chain complex P* = {Pi, di; i E Z) 
where Pi are finitely generated projective (left) R modules and where Pi = 0 for all but 
finitely many integers i. The Euler characteristic x(P*) is defined by 
XV*) = c (- NPiI7 
ieZ 
where [P] denotes the class of P in K,,(R), the Grothendieck group of the category of 
finitely generated projective R modules and short exact sequence has its usual meaning. 
Let f : P, -+ P, be a chain equivalence (of degree 0) SO f = (fi, i E Z}, fi : Pi -+ Pi and 
difi =f,_ldi. We shall define a torsion z(J) E K,(R), 
For each Pi # 0 choose an “ inverse ” Qi SO that Pi @ Qi g R”l, where R”’ denotes the 
free R module of rank ni. Thus, we equip Pi 0 Qi with a fixed basis obtained from some 
chosen isomorphism onto Rni, the latter provided with its canonical basis. Define a new 
complex Pi = {Pi’, di} and chain equivalence f’ : Pi + Pi by Pf = Pi 0 Qi; di : Pi @ Qi + 
Pi- 1 @ Q,_, is given by the matrix 
di 0. 
i i 0 0’ 
and fi : Pi @ Qi + Pi 0 Qi is given by 
h 0 
i i 0 . IQi 
t Rings are associative with unit and are assumed to have the invariant rank property for free modules 
of finite rank. 
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Then P; is a free complex where each Pi has a preferred basis, which we denote symboli- 
cally p:. The reduced mapping cylinder M(f’) is defined as usual by 
M(f’)i = PI- 1 @ Pi and di : M(f’)i + M(f’)i- 1 
is given by 
-d;_, 
0 
Then M(f’) is acyclic and 
(*I T(_f’) = -C(-l)iCPl- IPflbibi-119 
where bi denotes an s-basis for the boundaries Bi c M(f’),.t 
From the form of (*) we see that z(f’)i is independent of the bases pi for Pi @ Qi. 
Furthermore, since the s-class of Qi is determined by Pi, we see that r(f’) is independent 
of the choice of Qi. Hence we may define the torsion of our originalf : P, + P, by 
z(f) = r(Y). 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose P,* and P, . are projective complexes over R, h, : P1, + P,. 
and h, : P,. -+ P,, are inverse chain equivalences (so h,h, N I,,,*, hlhz - IpI*) and fi : P,, + 
P,. andf, : P,, -+ P, * are chain equivalences. Assume further the diagram 
hl 
P,*---+P2* 
1 i 
s1 f2 
h, 
Pl+---P2. 
is commutative up to chain homotopy (so fi - h2f2hl). Then z(fi) = T(f2). 
Proof. We may modify P,. and P,, as in the definition of T(fi) and assume that these 
are complexes of free-modules with preferred bases. The maps fi, fi, h,, h2 may be assumed 
to be modified accordingly. The preceding discussion guarantees that z(fi) and I are 
unchanged in these modifications. 
But for free complexes with preferred bases, z(h,) and T(h,) are defined, and z(h,) = 
- T(h,). Furthermore 
r(fi) = @,f,h,) = +J + I + TV,) = I, 
which completes the proof. 
The following proposition is sufficiently clear to be stated without proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. If f and g are chain equivalences of P, with itself, then 
4f * s> = 7(f) + 7(s)* 
Also t(lp*) = 0. 
t Equation (*) is an equation in K,(R), not R,(R) as in [4]. 
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82. THE PRODUCT THEOREM 
Suppose A and A’ are unitary R algebras, where R is a central subring of A and A’. 
Then A@ A’ = r is an R algebra of the same type. If P(Y) is a finitely generated pro- 
R 
jective left A(A’) module, then P is also a right R module and P@ P’ has the structure of a 
left r module, which is finitely generated and projective. This Operation is additive with 
respect o direct sums and induces a homomorphism 
K,(A) 0 K,(K) -+ K,(T). 
Recall [l] that there are pairings which induce homomorphisms 
k’,(A) 0 K,(A’) -+ K,(T) 
and 
K,(A) 0 K,(A’) -+ K,(r). 
These pairings will all be denoted simply by juxtaposition. 
If P, is a projective A-complex and PL is a projective A’ complex, one defines the usual 
way a complex P*@ Pi of modules which is a projective I’ complex. 
R 
PROPOSITION 3. (Product Theorem)?. If j’ : P, --f P, is a A-chain equivalence and 
g : Pi --) Pi is a A’ chain equivalence, then 
(1) 08 lP$) = GMPk) 
(2) 6, 0 g> = x(P*Mg) 
(3) x(P* T PiI = X(P*>X(P$) 
COROLLARY. zcf0 g) = zcf>x(P;) + x(P,)s(g) 
Proof of Corollary. Apply Propositions 2 and 3 to 
(fo s> = (f@ G) - UP, 0 9). 
The first conclusion of Proposition 3 is an immediate consequence of two lemmas, 
which we record without proof (see [2, 31). 
LEMMA 1. IfO-+PIt+Pzt+PJI -+ 0 is an exact sequence of projective A’ complexes 
and chain maps, and iff : P, -+ P* is a A chain equivalence, then 
r(f@ 1~2.) = z(f’@ b,*) + T(f@ IP,,). 
LEMMA 2. The conclusion (1) of Proposition 3 is valid if Pi = 0 except for i = n. 
$3. APPLICATIONS 
Suppose that X is a connected space for which the usual covering space theory applies, 
that X is dominated by a finite C W complex, and that f : X + X is a homotopy equivalence 
t It is quite essential that T(J) E K,(A), for there is no pairing RI(A) x &(A’) + l?,(r) in general. 
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which induces the identity on nl(X,*) = II. Then, by results of Wall [SJ, S,(8, Z), the 
singular complex of the universal cover X, is chain equivalent o a projective Zn complex, 
C,. 
h, 
S*(EZ) t---C* 
/ ‘, 
h, 
&,Z)-;* 
If h, and h2 are inverse chain equivalences as in the diagram, we define by composition 
a chain equivalence F: C, + C,, and define z(f) as T(F). This torsion is independent of 
C, by Proposition 1. 
In particular if X is a connected compact opological manifold, and f : X -+ X satisfies 
the hypotheses above, z(f) is well defined and agrees with the usual torsion invariant if X 
is triangulable (up to trivial units of Zz of course). 
As an example of the product theorem, suppose X and f are in the first paragraph 
of $3. Then X x S, is homotopy equivalent o a finite C W complex K by inverse homotopy 
equivalences h, and h, 
h, 
x x S’+--K 
I fxl h, 
x x S’-K. 
Furthermore z(f x 1) = 0, so the composite equivalence h,(f x l)h, is a simple homotopy 
equivalence. 
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